Create a personalized learning experience that maximizes time spent learning,
improves employee confidence, boosts morale and increases job satisfaction

Yardi Aspire
Get more value from your training budget. Yardi Aspire eclipses traditional staff training programs with on-demand digital
content designed to improve job performance, reduce staff turnover and eliminate outdated teaching methods.

Remove Barriers to Learning
From the moment they open the software to the moment they complete
their training, the user experience needs to be seamless. That’s why Yardi
Aspire integrates with all the main identity providers, including YardiOne
to allow employees to bypass the need to log in to learn. The personalized
student dashboard, training recommendations and assignments, and
customized course and event catalog target relevant competency areas
that support the independent, proactive learner. Custom Learning
Plans allow the employee to view their training plan and learning
steps unlock automatically as prerequisite steps are completed.

Craft Learning Plans by
Role or Competency
Yardi Aspire’s learning plan feature is a quick, strategic way to
communicate what self-paced courses, events, tests, eSign documents
and surveys must be completed for a specific training program to be
considered completed. Control the order and assignment timing, plus
completion due dates within each plan. Yardi Aspire offers nearly 100
role-based learning plan templates and mini-certification templates
that can be used as is or customized to fit your organization’s needs.

Automate User Management
Save time and avoid input errors with automated data transfers.
Yardi Aspire supports data transfer to and from third-party learning
management, talent management and HR systems. Administrators can set
up automated, regularly-scheduled data transfers that streamline employee
onboarding, reduce training administrative costs and ensure accurate
reporting by consolidating students’ comprehensive training activities.

Customize Your Catalog
Yardi Aspire users have unlimited access to over 1,100 engaging elearning
courses that provide variety of immersive software training across
the Yardi product suites. Yardi Aspire Plus and Yardi Aspire Premier
clients benefit from hundreds of courses in safety, leadership, leasing,
professional development and more. All courses promote active learning
with multimedia, animations, branching, hot spots, software simulations,
virtual reality and interactions incorporated throughout. Clients can
customize the courses using in-platform authoring tools to incorporate
important company policies, procedures and custom messaging.

Role-specific course
suggestions make it
simple for learners
to sign up for
appropriate classes.

Make Live Events More Effective
Gain centralized management tools for classroom, webinar and in-person events. Trainers can schedule
single or recurring events, interface with integrated web conference and meeting tools such as Zoom,
Webex™, Adobe® and Citrix® to import actual attendance data into your Yardi Aspire reporting. Extend
your training program by importing free, Yardi-taught software training webinars on a variety of
Yardi products. Integration helps trainers eliminate costly data entry errors, organize their calendar of
events, manage attendance and report on student attendance. Yardi Aspire makes it easy to distribute
training materials and set up pre- and post-event surveys to measure effectiveness of live events.

Organize Employee Resources
Make it easy for Yardi Aspire users to find exactly what they need to make training more successful and
their everyday work more efficient. Yardi Aspire administrators can use searchable and securable resource
containers to curate relevant content from many different sources and deliver it to specific groups of
users who need it most. Yardi Resource templates are available to quickly set up a rapid learning library
of Yardi software training videos and quick reference sheets on a variety of Yardi product topics.

Sign Documents Digitally
eSign is a time-saving and paperless feature built into your Yardi Aspire university that allows you to
upload your organization’s PDFs and build a digital library of documents that can be signed electronically
to acknowledge policy statements or certify completion of goals and tasks. With eSign, users can insert
custom signature files, select from included templates or create one from scratch on a tablet. eSign also
has text fields which enable users to insert comments into the form. Eliminate the need to download, print,
sign, scan, upload or email forms. Get it all done online quickly and with a convenient, digital audit trail.

Collect Employee Input
Create custom surveys and assess response data without leaving Yardi Aspire. Gain faster access to survey
responses and analyze data easier by avoiding import/export from third-party survey software. Collect
company-wide feedback by sending surveys via platform email or in a resource container. Gain learner input
by including surveys in your courses courses and learning plans. Insert surveys in event descriptions to gauge
registrant’s learning goals, experience level and dietary restrictions. Schedule surveys to send automatically
after live events to elevate instructor performance, training effectiveness and class feedback.

Use SCORM Courses In Yardi Aspire
Yardi Aspire supports SCORM courses created in other authoring platforms, or those purchased from
third-party vendors. Upload your external SCORM courses as a page within a course and issue it as a
step in a learning plan. Customize the SCORM-based course using Yardi Aspire authoring tools to add
custom pages that embellish the off-the-shelf content with your organization’s unique twist, like custom
procedures, policies, tests, eSign documents and assignments before and after the SCORM course.
Customizing SCORM content has never been so easy.

Key Features
• Centralized solution for online
courses, live training events and
organizational resources
• Integration with a variety of identity
providers and webinar, video hosting
and help desk software providers
• Manual and scheduled reporting
to track learner progress and
organizational trends
• Role- and group-based
course deployment
• Extensive curriculum developed
and maintained by Yardi
and industry experts
• Intuitive authoring tools for
quick course creation and rollout
modifications to learners
• Support for multimedia formats
including SCORM, HTML, documents,
images, audio and videos
• Mobile access through all major
handheld devices and web browsers
• Training and consultation from
experienced Yardi Aspire experts
• Easy-access search function for staff
to find company-wide resources

Key Benefits
• Speeds up employee onboarding with courses
that blend Yardi software training, live instruction
and custom policies and procedures
• Reduces skill and knowledge gaps within the
organization by recommending content that focuses on
relevant job skills that are appropriate for each learner
• Consolidates training program administrative
tasks to a single platform
• Automates recertification processes, due dates,
notifications and reporting
• Improves employee performance by encouraging staff
to explore new skills in safe, Yardi practice areas
• Builds a robust culture of learning with achievements,
peer discussions and assignment feedback tools
• Achieves better accountability and knowledge
retention over traditional training
• Boosts employee confidence with relevant and effective
training resources that improve job efficiency
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